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Jupiter direct in Virgo Monday May 9th 8:15 AM
Sun ingress Gemini Sunday May 20th 10:38 AM

Full Moon in Sagittarius Saturday May 21st 5:16 PM
Mercury direct in Taurus Sunday May 22nd 9:21 AM

Venus ingress Gemini Tuesday May 24th 5:46 AM
Jupiter square Saturn Thursday May 26th 8:29 AM

Mars retrograde ingress Scorpio Friday May 27th 9:31 AM
Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius throughout cycle
Pluto retrograde in Capricorn through out cycle

Next new Moon in Gemini Saturday June 4th 11:01 PM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".
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New Moon in Taurus
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W
ith the new Moon in Taurus and so many planets in retrograde this Moon cycle it can
feel like a pause has occurred slowing otherwise dynamic activities. Checking in on
one's foundation and getting a realistic sense of one's security will be likely

preoccupations. The new Moon is trine Pluto in Capricorn so it's like taking a short break to
watch an erupting volcano, except this volcano is the collapsing and rebuilding of the systems
which organic creatures here on planet Earth access to survive in harmony with each other. Of
course this is experienced as changes in social and community systems for those who are more
intrained to linear mind rationalizing. Since Capricorn is an Earth sign the need to be practical is
very high on the motivation list. Capricorn's ruler, Saturn, is retrograde in Sagittarius indicating
again a pause in activities and a reassessing of one's security. This will have parallels where
leaders will be doing the same thing, slowing stopping or pausing their otherwise dynamic
approach. Those who refuse to pause will most likely create difficulty and injure their position.
Things will pick up after this Moon cycle however it will be as late as August before we see the
go go go people and their agendas back to their competitive and aggressive plans. This time
although appearing calmer to some than it has been recently is by no means the new way, this is
a temporary situation.
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An ability to simply slow down the many diverse activities one might be involved in and to pick
and choose the actions and activities which are the most profound in terms of moving toward
one's target outcome will feel natural now as we move into the new Moon. A need to find a stable
dependable foundation will occupy the inner thoughts of many. One's inner process will likely be
more like a review of certain recent ideas communications and involvements. There is great
power available when an individual is grounded, an ability to bring many actions into an
orchestrated harmonious whole. Specifically this power can now be used to discern what actions
are most relevant to one's plan and agenda and those which are distractions. An ability to take
charge of how one is actively involved in their career, for example, rises and can be put to
valuable use. Supportive teams and partnerships are able to understand and accept the presence
of each others intentions and again orchestrate their individual talents into effective results.

This can be a time of accessing and reviewing one's security situation. Partners will be interested
in knowing how their better half is in regards to this important matter and can be bringing things
to light which is specifically relevant in terms of shared resources. The time taken to be in
harmony with one's partner can be a good investment right now. The ability to find and share
security leads to a better vantage point when considering the actions the partners can take. Good
teams who can clearly and objectively find a functional harmonic with each other, who seek and
find cooperation, will do well as they will be able to plan ahead for what is coming in the
summer, a gradual return to action.

The square between Jupiter in Virgo and Saturn in Sagittarius has been sustained for some time
now and continues now throughout this Taurus Moon cycle. The square will be exact on the
morning of May 26th. With both planets in retrograde at the new Moon challenges for those who
manage or control others in some way are set to review and reconsider their typical methods.
Those who present themselves as medical authorities, for example, are being challenged and
questioned as to what they are doing while their reputation is being altered. In some cases a
strong reputation is being chipped away and even destroyed whereas in other situations
reputations are growing. A fondness for wanting everything to go on as usual will likely lead one
into trouble, especially for those who are mangers or bosses of others. A major collapse in
unethical practices may begin at this time and when it beings to fail it will increase momentum
with little to no hope of reversing. On the bright side those who objectively see a bigger picture
in terms of what is precisely appropriate for one's situation and harmonizing one's rules and
boundaries to sync with this panorama can benefit. This requires being honest with one's self and
accepting responsibility for the situation one is in regardless. Some mix of health and reputation
can be involved. This can be a time of momentary calm between dynamic occurrences. The sense
that one can feel and know a steady foundation related to their position will also assist and this
will enable them to better discern what to be involved with especially in partnership affairs.
Jupiter will go direct on Monday May 9th indicating new insights and the early return to
activities. Since both Mars and Saturn will be retrograde throughout this entire Moon cycle the
so called moment between actions will be extended throughout this cycle. As such it is perhaps
best to access objective insites and plan activities as opposed to forcing and launching
aggressively into things. Mars is retrograde to the end of June and Saturn will go direct early to
mid August which can act as an indicator as to when the actions will again fire up and occupy the
attention of many.
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SunSign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Taurus the focus will be on personal beliefs and thoughts
which spring from issues pertaining to foundation and security. The current report, including the
fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of experiencing and witnessing
these beliefs as they flood into the mind and are extended to others through communication.
Thoughts and ideas communicated reveal beliefs which have been encouraged by notions which
detail where security comes from. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the influence behind
the beliefs becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Taurus have a natural propensity to
seek solid ground through beliefs, they know value as it is measured in the comfort and security
beliefs support. They naturally locate a steadiness within a sea of communicated ideas. Not to
exclude others as we all have Taurus somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following
is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Taurus propensity for
locating and being steady. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify a basic location or activity where an
individual can find or manifest into their experience comfort and security and thus create added
meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I manifest a natural comfort and steadiness …

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

by valuing and trusting what I see and witness right there in front me.

by listening for and speaking from basic understanding.

by trusting my feelings and extending this to self acceptance.

by being selective as I accept those ideas which will facilitate inspired action.

by being discerning and realistic as I focus specifically on what is my own concern.

by accepting my partner for what is mirrored back to me.

by paying attention to the common ground which prevails from my partnerships.

by allowing myself to discover the unifying nature of the Earth, no matter where I find
myself upon her.

by bringing a realistic and solid foundation to the public I serve.

by keeping my involvement with friends and community simple.

by allowing myself to merge with nature and accept her constant state of welcoming as
she provides for her entire organic family.
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***

***
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April 12th & 13th

June 3th, 4th & 5th

July 8th & 9th

September 4th

September 17th & 18th

October 15th & 16th

December 5th, 6th & 7th

January 7th

March 2nd

March 15th & 16th
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

© copyright William Oulton 2016
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01 Friday May 6th 3:31 PM EST - new Moon in Taurus
With so many retrograde planets the focus on foundation and security will likely involve fixing
and improving existing things. There is a wave of new means sweeping through public systems
affecting infrastructures and affecting the manner in which society and community is managed.
The evidence of outside involvement, outside control, for example may have in recent months
become increasingly evident as the quality of sovereignty of one's community is revealed. For
the individual the foundation will include identifying things that are here now and are sustained
and to come to terms with things assumed to be solid and present which are delusions currently
disappearing. New ways of finding security will be the agenda yet for now and during this
Taurus Moon cycle the ideas will be directed toward seeing what is real, what can be counted on.
Conversation may be simplified or will be more effective if simplified. The need to speak in
cliches may be so if such simplification is the direction one's community has taken. Authorizes
are stumbling big time however as they have been well hidden this fumbling around may remain
non-transparent to some. Jupiter and the Moon's north node continue to transit Virgo indicating a
refreshing of one's health is underway and for this to happen delusions, as being overly
concerned with things not relevant to one's own practical security, is being purged. This is a good
Moon cycle to rebuild or look for new ways to create comfort and security and it starts with one's
own health. Other important considerations is the quality or integrity and respect and
acknowledgement given to the Earth. Paying the piper for historically and habitually ignoring
one's organic integrity may be occurring yet this can be a time of renewal especially if the
individual is hip on admitting and owing what that have created. The Earth is in good order, what
is causing suffering is the collapsing paradigm which current humanity insists is more absolute
than perhaps it really is. Local paradigms cannot be sustained without the harmonic inclusion of
Creation's absolute presence.
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02 Saturday May 7th - Moon enters Gemini 12:36 PM

03 Monday May 9th - Moon enters Cancer 1:25 PM

04 Wednesday May 11th - Moon enters Leo 5:33 PM

Dealing with rule bound aggressive authorities may feel a necessary experience for one to
maintain their security. The connection between sharing and networking information with the
need to maintain personal security is felt by some. When this occurs and the individual needs to
clear the air with who they work with they may find themselves dealing with the need and desire
of these others as well as the boundaries and rules believed to be set up. With both Mercury and
Mars retrograde it may require a little more patience that usual to deal with work related people,
especially bosses or individuals who are known to be overly concerned about their public
reputation. Even with outside of work scenarios communication can be bumpy, here it is
suggested that the individual speak etherically to those they desire to communicate with and then
let the events unfold. Doing so can expedite what the individual is seeking. This may be a
difficult time to make simple conversation as some will appear lost in their recent past while
feeling their energy would be better focused more on themselves, also an increase in emotional
reactions triggered by the words used. Some will want to keep it simple whereas others will want
to get fancy with the words. Ideally the individual will discover the current custom of how so
may people have become word tossers and have allowed integrity to slip. And so it is the
connection between words and deeds which the individual can intend to master, doing so will
allow them to evolve and exploit this time of questionable communication practices.

Too many changes may be making it difficult to remain focused on how and what to say. Ideas
and suggestions seem correct from one perspective yet not from another. In an effort to keep
things as simple as possible such that one's interest and or agenda can be communicated a degree
of sensitivity must be experienced. Vulnerability of some may be heightened as they share ideas
or let others know what they need and want. Some communications may have become noticeable
slowed as there is simply too many things which are needing to be done in a correct order. There
may be something stuck in the head, some issue, some recent event, some concern, which insists
it be looked at. A desire to keep things in order and follow the rules and the feeling or need to
follow an expanding new thinking may both be present. This may well be a health issue where an
individual needs to open up to some new solution or method and yet has the burden of some
authority, perhaps themselves, which wants to maintain some rule or boundary as to what is
allowable. The need to feel out the situation is the best way if there is a health situation. Look at
past involvements which are completely boundless and not really one's concern, this needs to be
identified emotionally and let go of realistically. The rules which bring an individual to the point
of impeccable prioritizing will for example bring their immediate health situation to the top of
the list.

Rock solid self esteem is effective. As many dynamics move into a holding pattern an ability to
wait out stagnant processes may be necessary. The confidence of some may to be tested. An
ability to stay cool and wait for the correct moment or time to restart one's typical rigorous
schedule will most likely be dependant on confidence. The self importance of some may be
questioned as there seems to be a steadily increasing number of delays affecting one's agenda.
Reviewing one's rationalization process and some specific issues may be continuing. Getting to
the bottom of things may involve looking at one's pride and how their significance is connected
to being noticed and validated by others. As such the difference between self love and external

Jupiter direct in Virgo Monday May 9th 8:15 AM
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validation may play out in events. A formula by where one's foundation and security as their first
big concern can be used to construct rules as to what activities are best for them. A pleasurable
way to being critical and practical in terms of what is happening to a specific individual can be
motivational where the individual has found a new or increased self respect in very real terms.
False ideas which were assumed or allowed to convince the individual of false significence are in
the process of being busted and eliminated.

There is a feeling of wanting to do things however a lack of energy to move on it. This has been
apparent for a number of days now and continues. A switch of focus toward health may be
required as some recent or past issues reoccur. If this is the case it is a good time to find whatever
has been distracting the individual from their health and remove it if possible. Allowing the
concerns of others to become one's own is a good example of how some become distracted from
their own well being. We are in a bigger window or period where health is the focus and so this
immediate reoccurrence or trigger can be seen as the need to find one's foundational source of
health and to remove what is interfering with this foundation. A desire to escape a chattering
mind may be present. If so the best way to resolve this is to find out what it is about, in other
words identify the belief system which qualifies the chatter. To do this the individual must be
clear they are not their mind, that they have a mind, and to observe where the mind goes. The
ability to follow the feeling of the chatter as opposed to the events of the chatter will lead one
clearly to the process and there lies the belief. For the belief to be realized the individual must
identity the authority which ordained the belief or made it so real, so absolute, to them. A
reckoning can occur simply by admitting and owning one's part in giving their will over to this
apparent authority.

The natural process of paralleling and correlation in partnership relationships may make it seem
as if someone is copying another however this natural process and the ability to embrace it are
signs of a healthy individual in a relationship. The natural harmony between individuals in
partnerships will resonate with similar dynamics between the individuals which at most times
compliment and empower each other. There can at times be one who fears another is mimicking
them and to a certain extent this can be true however it still remains an interpretation related to
the individuals beliefs about partnership. To clearly feel and understand one's relationships is
important right now. The simplicity of existence can rise up through relationships when the
individual accepts and acknowledges their relationship with the Earth. One's pure simple
relationship with the Earth can issue a calm comfort which can act as the template for all other
relationships, as if if this relationship is the foundational cornerstone of their other relationships.
As is a typical theme this Taurus Moon cycle the individual is expected to balance the need to be
critical in an expanding way with rules and boundaries which dictate their activities. For now as
the Moon transits Libra this will most likely be about the need to accept one's partnership for
what it shows them which they would otherwise not see.

Acknowledgement within a partnership will be important to some. A need to feel valued within
the relationship for either material or sensual contribution may be motivating certain actions or
words. Exaggerations in the form of giving of oneself can increase, sharing of one's possessions
can also become exaggerated, all of which are possible attempts to demonstrate

05 Saturday May 14th - Moon enters Virgo 1:53 AM

06 Monday May 16th - Moon enters Libra 1:34 PM

07 Thursday May 19th - Moon enters Scorpio 2:31 AM
Sun ingress Gemini Sunday May 20th 10:38 AM
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acknowledgement. The importance of individual foundation may become fundamentally clear as
if common sense found it's calling during this Moon cycle, and now this security, this foundation,
is extended to one's partnership. Once things are settled the depths of one's feelings in a
partnership can be experienced and realized in a more profound way. Old standard ways of
staying on top of one's many activities will work for now. Like a blast from the past a successful
idea returns and fits in with some effective results. This will involve holding one's space while
servicing some public or professional agenda or interest. How rules are understood allows for
this effective idea to be within a specific boundary. There may be some saying no or hearing no
as those well grounded and sure seem to have their stride. A partnership which has found a
common interest will work especially well if they can look deeply into things together as
opposed to being suspicious.

08 Saturday May 21st - Moon enters Sagittarius 2:49 PM

09 Tuesday May 24th - Moon enters Capricorn 1:35 AM

The quality and type of actions taken and experienced during this period, Moon in Sagittarius,
will be directly related to the quality and confidence one has come to know in their intimate
partnership. There may be a delay in getting to things or getting things done which is perfectly
normal and expected as the retrogrades Saturn and Mars transit Sagittarius. This can be a very
good opportunity for partnerships to fix or refine their action plans. The tweaking of rules the
assessment of best used efforts, ideal priority arrangements, can be sorted as opposed to jumping
right back into activities which have been occurring recently. Communication becomes more
important, more people want to say things and get their ideas heard. Yet it all seems to be repeats
as if the past will not let go of people's heads. There may be a frustration in that it seems people
know what they want to do but just can't seem to get ahead of the many things which fill their
time. Also one's energy seems drawn upon where as typically they are more chipper. Consider
that this may be a better time to listen and reconsider one's activities as opposed to being the
action guy, soon things will be back to normal for now it may be better to take a breath and look
around.

The type of practical common sense outlook one has for their own specific security is now being
extended to social systems and how these systems facilitate community function. For those who
are successful with their personal security plan they will do well to be patient with the system to
which they apply their cooperation as these systems are in many ways dealing with an ongoing
change cycle. The speed at which public and social systems can keep up with revolutions
occurring on the planet in regards to how all Earth bound beings find their shared security is very
slow. Also the resistance to these global changes is a factor and yet these changes will occur and
so it is best for all humanity to cooperate with the Earth as the changes continue. Things that
were for some mysterious reason difficult to say or communicate just days ago becomes
noticeable easier now. The urgency however to cut to the chase may be exaggerated and some
may even go into panic mode chasing deadlines and keeping things on track. As if things need to
be done a certain way by a certain time the idea of compromise seems inappropriate. There will
be those who want to stick to the same old way and use plans from the past and yet it is obvious
that the area to which one's agenda is applied is in a state of change. New ways of doing things
may be simple and be similar to the old ways with just a few updates or tweaks. Some new place
or new territtory may be be explored as this is what one's desired foundation and security leads
to.

Full Moon in Sagittarius Saturday May 21st 5:16 PM
Mercury direct in Taurus Sunday May 22nd 9:21 AM

Venus ingress Gemini Tuesday May 24th 5:46 AM
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10 Thursday May 26th - Moon enters Aquarius 10:28 AM

11 Saturday May 28th - Moon enters Pisces 5:07 PM

12 Monday May 30th - Moon enters Aries 9:10 PM

13 Wednesday June 1st - Moon enters Taurus 10:48 PM

Once an individual has found a secure foundation they will be more accepting as to what they
encounter when they are in their job or professional element. One's ability to be allowing and
accepting in their professional experience is as such a marker for their own personal sense of
security. With a growing uneasy feeling about one's individual freedom in terms of who they are
professionally, publicly, and socially, the advantage of feeling one's personal foundation when
interacting with the public becomes increasingly important. Now with Mercury direct and the
Sun in Gemini communication and working spontaneous together improves. Hopefully some
past issues were cleared up recently and current plans and interests can be focused on without
distraction. The sustained square between Jupiter and Saturn continues showing challenges and
possible conflicts between those who both want to be in charge. Ideally they will find common
ground and limit their agenda and focus to things which are realistic to all parties involved.

We may feel the realities and experiences of our friends and associates more than usual during
this period, Moon transit Pisces. There is currently a purging of non-real notions going on, this
can include delusions, fake identities, the over indulgence of drugs and alcohol, as more specific
critical ideas based on practicality invade their space. Ideas tagged as lacking integrity are being
targeted and hunted down by the precise mind as well as one's own body's innate intelligence. A
culprit for health issues for many is being overly involved in the problems of others, as such it is
healthy for the observing individual to send others solutions etherically and allow the reality they
created the integrity and space it needs to work with them. Although one is well grounded in
their personal affairs they may feel lost when interacting socially and feel confused and messed
up in social or public dynamics. Keeping oneself centered and mentally still while allowing the
ideas of others to flood the airways may reveal who one has become in regards to who they are
socially. There are many beliefs which make up the social reality and now some of these can be
revealed by simply listening. Doing so may ease a heath issue if one exists.

Energy to physically do things may have decreased recently and now a feeling that one needs to
either gas up or throttle down may be felt. Ideally the individual will have developed a healthy
and secure sense of foundation and practical common sense which is well established and as
such their impulsive self will be commanded from this place of security. However lacking a
fundamental sense of security can cause one's impulses to take them into experiences they would
rather not have. The ability to observe, for example, one's own panic will assist them as they
avail to themselves more choices in the moment. Some sensual activity from 2 to 3 months ago
may return, or least the feeling and desire will begin to return. If so the expression of this will be
in July. As things may have cleared up somewhat mentally, in the last week, a confusion returns
and is mostly noticed when one attempts to share an idea. It may be beginning to feel like what is
being said is going to interfere with someone's agenda, especially if this someone is in the habit
of saying what it appropriate activity and what is not. If one focuses on the major big changes
which are occurring to shared social systems, infrastructure changes for example, they will better
profit from their time. An opportunity to get on track with current social changes is available and
will affect the way one communicates and rationalizes their position within a larger social
structure.

What is permanent and what is fleeting? As the Moon returns to Taurus we can take stock as to

Jupiter square Saturn Thursday May 26th 8:29 AM
Mars retrograde ingress Scorpio Friday May 27th 9:31 AM
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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what is well anchored and what is lose or frivolous. These things will be the experiences we
attract as they reflect our fundamental beliefs we live by. Ideally the individual will allow their
feelings and emotional reactions to educate and inform them as to the quality of their realism.
Our body knows the Earth and knows what we need to survive and thrive in a wonderful world.
Our ability to see through frivolous delusion and prioritize our well being, our health, is likely
behind whatever challenges the individual is expressing. Challenges increase between one who is
feeling their freewill and those who make the rules. Freewill must include ownership of what one
has brought to themselves. A good look at difficulties will include paying attention to one's
emotional reactions and revealing the belief which qualifies such a reaction. For those on the
other hand who have found cooperation, an opportunity to move ahead with an established plan
is assisted because the method is pretty well in place, the advantage now is the communication
related to the agenda has become specific and focused.

Authorities have their agenda and will not likely be swayed by sweet talk. The need to bring
order and possible respect to how things are communicated may become more apparent.
Believing you can just do about anything because you got the script and you like to talk or write
doesn't mean it's going to happen. There is a big lesson for many societies to learn regarding
sloppy frivolous communications. There was indeed a time in many cultural histories where a
person's word was sacred yet this for the most part has gone extinct long long ago. As we pay the
piper for becoming word tossers our body longs for us to respect and acknowledge the Earth. The
attraction to talking and communicating will rise, however there are authorities individuals have
bought into who will object and not agree. There are cases where some harmony can be built yet
the need to be impeccable with the word is upon us and must be present in order to sustain this
harmony.

14 Friday June 3th - Moon enters Gemini 11:02 PM
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I am able to be centered in a changing world.

My clear communications correlate with favorable security.

I pay attention to I feel when communicating with others.

I feel good about myself and the achievement I have made and expect to make.

I am responsible for my own health no matter what.

I can tune into that solid foundation which supports and facilitates my relationship
experiences.

My partner and I appreciate each other and share pretty well anything.

My activities are well organized as they are linked into the harmonious relationships with
those I deal closely with.

I am open to discover how the Earth is changing and how it relates to my own comfort and
security.

My professional associates appreciate that I accept their beliefs even if they are not my own.

I can feel the flowing and interconnecting emotions which connect people in my community.

I can feel interconnecting emotions which people globally share.

As an impeccable warrior I know when to rest and when to take action.

In a time of major global changes affecting cultural interactions I am able to feel my own
specific foundation.

My confidence is supported by being grounded.

Basic realism and common sense assists and supports my ability to prioritize my activities.

Before being involved in aggressive physical activity I take a moment to intend my safety.

I love the Earth and the Earth loves me.

I am able to remain centered within my self awareness while observing where my feelings
go.

I am dedicated and committed to acting from integrity.

I am able to experience the value of my challenges simple by intending to find the higher
common interest.


